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ASSESSING PREDICTION ERROR
IN AUTOREGRESSIVE MODELS

PING ZHANG AND PAUL SHAMAN

Abstract. Assessing prediction error is a problem which arises in time series

analysis. The distinction between the conditional prediction error e and the

unconditional prediction error E(e) has not received much attention in the

literature. Although one can argue that the conditional version is more practical,

we show in this article that assessing e is nearly impossible. In particular, we

use the correlation coefficient corr(e, e), where e is an estimate of e , as a

measure of performance and show that lini7-_0O vTcorr(e, e) = C where T

is the sample size and C > 0 is some constant. Furthermore, the value of C is

large only when the process is extremely non-Gaussian or nearly nonstationary.

1. Introduction

One of the goals of time series modelling is to forecast future values. The
idea of using prediction error as a measure of performance is very popular in

statistics. One notable example is the area known as model selection. Many

model selection criteria are derived with the aim of achieving minimal predic-

tion error. These include the AIC criterion [2] and the final prediction error
(FPE) criterion [1]. See Linhart and Zucchini [7] for further discussion on this
topic. In practice, since the true prediction error is unknown, one uses esti-

mated prediction error. Here in this article, the true prediction error is referred

to as the conditional prediction error, which depends on both the unknown dis-

tribution and the past observations. Johnstone [6] points out that many natural

estimates of prediction error are not admissible. Another observation made by
Shibata [10] shows that many prediction error-based model selection criteria are
inconsistent. This raises the important question of whether prediction error is

estimable.
Consider the pth-order autoregressive process with mean zero,

(1) X, = axXt_x + --- + apXt-p + sl,        t = 0, ±1, ±2, ... ,

where {et} is a (0, a2) white noise process. Let

1 -axz-olpzp = (1 -</>xz)---(l -4>pz),
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where <f>x, ... , 4>P lie strictly within the unit circle. Suppose that we have

observed (Xx, ... , XT) and would like to predict the value of XT+X. Let &t

be the a-field generated by {Xs, s < t}, and denote the predicted value of

Xt+x by Xp+X ■ Then the conditional prediction error can be written as

(2) e = E{(XT+X - XT+X)2\&p}.

Let f be the p xp matrix with the (i, j)th element equal to Ylt=p+i Xt-iXt-j >

and let y be the p x 1 vector with the /th element equal to Y^=p+i XtXt-i.

Then the least squares predictor has the form

Xt+\ = axXT H-h apXT-p+x = a'XT,

where XT = (Xp, XT_X , ... , XT_P+X)' and a = (ax, ... , ap)' satisfies Fa =

y . Notice that XT+X = a'Xp + er+i and that (2) can be expressed as

e = o2 + {(a-a)'XT}2.

In order to derive an estimate of e, we appeal to a result of Fuller and Hasza

[5, Theorem 2.1]. If {e,} is Gaussian, it has been shown that

(a - a)(a - a)' = T-xo2Y-x + Op(T~^l2),

where Y is the p xp matrix with the (i, j)th element equal to E(Xt-iXt-j).

Consequently, for Gaussian AR(p) processes, we have

(3) e = o2{l + T-XX'TY-XXT} + Op(T^2).

Under the Gaussian assumption, one can further show that

E(e) = o2(l +pT~x) + 0(T-3'2).

Hence we use

(4) e = 62(l+pT~x)

to estimate e , where a2 = (T - 2p)~x Y7t=p+X(xt - a%-i)2 • In the model

selection context, the FPE criterion of Akaike [1] minimizes (4) as p varies.

The question arises of how to measure the performance of e as an estimate of

e. A trivial observation is that both e and e tend to a2 as T —> co . Shaman

[8] derives the asymptotic expectation and variance of e, and the results show in

general that e and e have the same expectation, but not the same variance, to

terms of order T~x . Another approach is to look at the distance between e and

e. Johnstone [6] shows that natural estimates such as (4) can be inadmissible

for squared distance E(e — e)2. In this article, since both e and e are random

variables, we propose using the correlation coefficient corr^, e) as a measure

of performance.
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The layout of this article is as follows. In §2, we introduce some preliminary

results concerning the frequency domain properties of a linear stationary time
series. These will make later calculations much more transparent. Our major

conclusions, however, are stated in time domain language. Sections 3 and 4 deal
with Gaussian and non-Gaussian autoregressive processes, respectively. In both

cases, we show that corr(e, e) = 0(T~xl2). As an implication, e and e are

asymptotically uncorrelated. Section 5 offers some explanations and remarks.

2.  CUMULANTS AND SPECTRA

This section introduces some results concerning the frequency domain prop-

erties of a linear stationary time series. This effort is well worth it because the

proofs of later results, although stated in time domain language, become much

more transparent when the frequency domain representation is used.

Consider a random vector X = (Xx ,X2, ... , Xm) with generating function

g(6) = E{exp(d o X)},

where 6 = (9X, 62, ... , 6m) and 6 o X = £0,Jf,. Suppose that logg(6)
admits a Taylor expansion,

iogg(6) = 22M0rM}-
r

The coefficients Kr axe called the cumulants of X. Here r = (rx, ... , rm)

is a vector of nonnegative integers, 6r = fl™ i #;' > and r\ = Y\T=\ r'' • ^ xs

well known that the set of all cumulants is equivalent to the set of all product

moments in the sense that any product moment can be expressed as a function

of cumulants and vice versa.  Define cum(Xi, ... , Xm) = /c(1.i).  Suppose

that Xi, X2, X$, X4 all have mean zero. Then

E(XX) = cum(Xi),        E(XXX2) = cum(X,, X2),

E(XxX2Xi) = cum(Xi, X2, Xi),

and

E(XXX2X3X4) = cum(Xi ,X2,X3, X4) + cum(Xi, X2)cum(X3, X4)

+ cum(^i, X3) cum(X2, X4) + cum(Xi, X4) cum(X2 , X3).

Historically, it is folklore that almost all meaningful statistical parameters are

nice functions of the cumulants. The notion of multiple cumulants has proved

to be very helpful in getting insight in the context of analysis of variance [11].

Higher-order cumulants are also used extensively in spectral analysis of time

series. A brief history of this development is given by Brillinger [4].

Suppose that {Xt} is a stationary process with mean zero and spectral density

f(co). It is well known that Xt has the spectral representation

Xt= f eim'dZ(co),
J -n

where Z(co) is a complex-valued orthogonal process satisfying E[dZ(co)] = 0

and cum(dZ(co), dZ(co')) = 8(co+co')f(co) dcodco', where 8 is the Dirac delta
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function. As a generalization, higher-order spectral densities are defined by

cum{dZ(Xx), ... ,dZ(Xk)} = n(Xx + ■■■ + Xk)fk(Xx, ... , Xk_x)dXx---dXk,

where n(X) is the Dirac comb defined by

oo

n(X) = 22 d(* + 2nl)-
/= —oo

For Gaussian stationary processes, fk(Xx, ... , Xk_x) = 0 if k > 2. One use of
higher-order spectral densities is therefore to study nonlinear or non-Gaussian

processes. The following result holds.

Theorem 1. Suppose that Xt = J exp(icot)dZ(co) is a stationary process with

mean zero and spectral density f(X). Let f4(co, X, p) be the fourth-order spec-

tral density of {X,} . Let a(co) and b(co) be complex-valued functions. Then

cov\([a(co)dZ(co)\   , (jb(co)dZ(co\   1

= K(f4) + 2^ja(co)b(-to)f(to)dco}   ,

provided that the integral on the right-hand side exists. Here K(f4) is afunctional

of U g^en by

K(A) =  /   a(co)a(X)b(p)b(-co - k- p)f4(co, X, p)dcodXdp
Jr,

+ /   a(co)a(X)b(p)b(2n - co- X- p)f4(co, X, p)dcodXdp
Jr2

+ /   a(co)a(X)b(p)b(-2n - co-X-p)f4(co, X, p)dcodXdp,
JR}

where

Rx = {(co, X, p): -n<co,X,p<n,-n<co + X + p<7t},

R2 = {(co, X, p): -n<co,X,p<n,7t<co + X + p< 3n},

and

R3 = {(co, X, p): -n <co, X, p <n, -3n < co + X + p < -n}.

Proof. Expressing product moments in terms of cumulants, we obtain the con-

clusion from direct calculation. To be specific, we have
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e\((a(co)dZ(co)\   -(fb(Q))dZ(<a)\   \

= f a(co)a(X)b(p)b(v)E{dZ(co) dZ(X) dZ(p) dZ(v)}

= f a(co)a(X)b(p)b(v){cum(dZ(co), dZ(X), dZ(p), dZ(v))

+ cum(c7Z(ct7), dZ(p)) cum(dZ(X), dZ(v))

+ cum(dZ(co), dZ(v)))cum(dZ(X), dZ(p))

+ cum(dZ(co), dZ(X)) cum(dZ(p), dZ(v))}

= K(f4) + 2 j a(co)a(X)b(-co)b(-X)f(co)f(X) dco dX

+ f a(co)a(-co)b(X)b(-X)f(co)f(X)dcodX

= K(f4) + 2 U a(co)b(-co)f(co) dco\

+ lj a(co)a(-co)f(co)dco\ • j Ib(co)b(-co)f(co)dco\

= K(f4) + 2 Ua(co)b(-co)f(co) dco\

+ e((a(co)dZ(co)\   -e(Ib(co)dZ(co)\   .

Moving the last term to the left-hand side, we obtain the conclusion. To estab-

lish the expression for K(f4), notice that

cum(dZ(co), dZ(X), dZ(p), dZ(v))

= n(co + X + p + v)f4(co, X, p) dco dX dp dv,

where n(-) equals zero unless its argument is a multiple of 27t. In our case,
since co,X,p,v are within -n and it, the only nonzero terms left after

integrating both sides of the above equation correspond to the cases where co +
X + p + v = 0,2n, and -2n .   U

We shall also need the following result.

Theorem 2. Suppose that {et} is a sequence of iid (0, a2) random variables

with fourth cumulant k4. Let f4(co, X, p) be the fourth-order spectral density

of {et}. Then

[ eiwreikse^f4(co, X, p)dcodXdp = K4I{(r, s, t) = (0, 0, 0)},
Jr,uR2ur3

where /(•) is an indicator function.

Proof. By definition,

/ eiwreiXseif"f4(co, X, p)dcodXdp = cum(e0,er,es,et).
jRluR1URi
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Since {e,}  is an iid sequence, the right-hand side is nonzero if and only if

r = s = t = 0. Obviously, cum(eo, Co, eo, eo) = k4 .   D

3. Gaussian autoregressive models

Suppose that {ej is a white noise process having spectral representation

e, = Jeim dZo(co). Then Z0(co) is an orthogonal process with E\dZ0(co)\2 =

o2(2n)~x dco. Let Xt be the linear stationary process

oo

(5) xt = 22&t-k,
k=0

where £o = 1 • Then the spectral representation for Xt is

Xt= j eiMA(e-iw)dZo(co),

where A(e~ico) = '^2kxL0^ke~ikco is the transfer function. Suppose that h(co) is

the spectral density of {Xt} . Then

h(co) = o2(2n)-x\A(e-iw)\2.

For illustration, let us first consider the simple case of the AR(\) model,

X, = aXt.x +et,        t = 0,±l,....

Now equation (3) becomes

e = o2 + T~xXT(l - a2) + Op(T~3'2).

It is easy to see that e = (T- 2)"'(1 + T~l)(Yj=2s}) • (l + °p(1)) ■ Thus

lim VTcoxx(e, e) = lim n/Tcoit f X\, ^ ej I .

To find this limit, we appeal to Theorem 1 with a(co) = e'TcoA(e~lw), b(co) =

e'wt, and f(co) = a2/(2n). For Gaussian processes, K(f4) = 0. Hence

cov(X£, e2) = 2 {^ T e^T-'^A(e-it0) dco\  = 2cr4a2^-^ ,

where the last equality is due to the fact that A(e~l0}) = (1 - ae~iw)~x.  A

similar argument yields that

vax(X2) = 2 {^ T \A(eiw)\2 dco\   = 2o\l - a2)"2.

Finally, since var(£,=2 er2) = 2(T — l)cr4 , it follows that

lim VTcoxx(e, e) = 1.
T—>oo

The previous argument applied to the case of general AR(p) models entails

the following result.
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Theorem 3. Suppose that {Xt} is a stationary Gaussian AR(p) model. Let e

and e be as defined earlier. Let corr(e, e) be the correlation coefficient between
e and e. Then

lim \/Tcoxx(e, e) = ^fp.
T—>oo

Proof. It is easy to show that

e = (T-2p)-x(l+pT-x)l 22 e2Y(l+op(l)).

Thus by (3), we only need to show that

hm v^corr j X'TY-{XT,  22 e] \ = y/p.

Define e(co) = (eiTm, ei(T-»t0, ... , e'C-jn-Dwy. Then

_ r 2
X'tY~xXt = \\Y-X/2XT\\2 =   Y-x'2 / e(co)A(e-iw)dZo(co)    .

Also, one can write

J2et= 22 { /'eiuodZo(co)}2.
t=P+\        t=p+\ *■•' '

Using Theorem 1, it is easy to show that

vax(X'TY-xXT) = 2/rjr-1/2!^ Ie(co)e'(-co)\A(e-iw)\2dcoY~xl2\   = 2p,

where the last equality is due to the fact that

/ e(co)e'(-co)h(co) dco = Y.

Next, Theorem 1 also implies that

cov(^r-'^r, e2) = 2   |- / Y-x'2e(co)A(e-im)e-itwdco

= 2o*Z'(T-t)r-lZ(T-t),

where

S(t) = (Zt,...,Zt-P+i)',

and the £( 's are as in (5) with £k = 0 if k < 0. This implies that

coylxTr-xXT, 22 «?) =2°*tr\T-x 22 Z(T - t)?(T-t)\
\ t=P+\    j [      t=P+\ J

= 2o-2p(l+o(l)).
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Finally, since vax(J2f=p+x e2) = 2(T - p)o4 , we get

coJ^r-'Xr,  ± «A. ^(jrr-'Xr.^      e})_

= 7ifr^'('+<,('), = v^'(1+0<1))'

The conclusion follows immediately.   □

4. Non-Gaussian autoregressive models

The key to the exposition in previous sections is equation (3), which holds

when the innovation term et in (1) is Gaussian (0, ct2) . To establish results for

general non-Gaussian autoregressive models, we slightly modify the definition

of the prediction rule. Let 8p > 0 be a constant that converges to zero as

T —► co . Let Xp,Y, and y be as given in § 1. Throughout this section, we

define the conditional prediction error by (2) where

XT+X =y'(Y + 8TI)-xXT.

Here / is the identity matrix. Notice that when 8p = 0, the above prediction

rule reduces to the least squares rule. For the modified prediction error, the

following result holds.

Lemma 1. Suppose that et in (1) is a sequence of iid(0, a2) random variables

following a symmetric distribution and E exp(5|e,|) < oo for some s > 0. Sup-

pose that there exist positive constants cx and c2 such that cx T~k < 8p <

c2T~xl2 for some k > 1/2. Then equation (3) holds.

Proof. Without losing generality, we only sketch a proof for the AR(l) case.

General AR(p) models can be dealt with in a similar fashion. Let a =

(Y + 8pl)~xy ■ Then all we need to show is

(a - a)(a - a)' = T-xo2Y~x + Op^l2).

Now if p = 1, then one can easily verify that

T = a\ = EX\ = ct2(1 - a2)"1.

Moreover, we can write

(T \ _1 /   T \~XT

22x?-\+dT)  + [Y.x?-i + St)  22e>x<-i=ZT + tiT-

Define

A = {t-x22x2-X-o2x <4/2J.

For samples in A, we have Y^J=2X2_x > Ta\/2. Hence \£t\Ia < C8pT~x for

some constant C. Next, since \£t\ < \a\. we have for any integer / that

E\iT\'l7 < \a\'P(A) = \a\'P j T^^X^-o2   > °-f\ = 0(T~^2).
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Under the assumptions, one can actually obtain an exponential bound for P(A).

But the above bound suffices for later argument. See also [9]. Let L/(C) denote

the set of random variables whose /th moment is bounded by C. The above
arguments imply that T3l2£T G L/(C). Likewise, it is easy to show that

T3/2 Ut- (cr2xT)-x22^Xt-X j G L,(C).

Consequently, we can express a - a as

T

a-a = OtT-V2 + (o2xT)-x22ttXt-X,
1=2

where dp G L/(C). Straightforward calculation yields that

E(a - a)2 = T~xo2ox2 + 0(T~2)

and
var{(a-a)2} = <9(r-3).

The conclusion follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.   □

Following Lemma 1, the correlation coefficient between e and e can be

approximated by

coxxlxTY-xXT, 22 e?J-

The latter expression can then be analyzed using higher-order spectral analysis.
The following is the main result of this section.

Theorem 4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1, let k4 be the fourth cumulant

of e(. Then
lim VfcoTr(e, e) = p{(2 + y4)/(2p + A)}1'2,

T—»oo

where y4 = k4/ct4 is the kurtosis of e< and A = k4 S^o{^'(Or-l<^(0}2 -

Proof. First of all, since the et 's are iid,

(6) varf 22 £t) =(T-p)(2ct4 + k4).

Using the spectral representations, we notice that the only difference between

the Gaussian and non-Gaussian cases is the appearance of the term K(f4) in

Theorem 1. Thus an argument similar to that leading to Theorem 3 shows that

cov (X'TY-XXT, ej) = 2cr4Z'(T - t)Y~xZ(T - t) + Kt(f4),

where

Kt(f4) = f e'(co)Y-le(X)e-iwte-atA(e-ib>)A(e-a)f4(co, X, p)dcodXdp.
Jr]ur2ur1

By Theorem 2, it is easy to verify that

Kt(f4) = K4Z'(T-t)r-l$(T-t).
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Hence

(7) covf^r-1^,  J2 et) =P(2oA + K4)/o2 + o(l).

Likewise, we can show that

(8) var(l7-r-1Xr) = 2p + A,

where

A = / {e'(co)Y~xe(X)} • {e'(p)Y~x e(-co -X-p)}
V7?iU7?2U/c3

■ A(e-iw)A(e-ik)A(e-i,i)A(ei(w+x+fl))f4(co, X, p)dcodXdp.

Using Theorem 2, after some tedious calculation, we can show that

oo

A = K422{Z'(t)T-xc;(t)}2.
(=0

The conclusion follows from (6), (7), and (8).    □

5. Discussion and concluding remarks

The results established in previous sections suggest that assessing the condi-

tional prediction error is a difficult problem. Throughout this article, we have

been using e, the conditional prediction error, as the measure of prediction

power. One can also use the unconditional prediction error, namely E(e), for

the same purpose. It is our point of view, however, that the conditional version

is more relevant in practice because it is a measure of how well one can do given
the data at hand. The unconditional version makes sense only when the data

are replicable.
One obvious observation is that as T —► co, corr(e, e) tends to zero. In

other words, e and e axe asymptotically uncorrected! Moreover, one is not

likely to find any natural estimate statistic e that has positive asymptotic cor-

relation with e. This suggests that assessing mean square prediction error in

autoregressive models is nearly impossible. Taking one step back, we can eval-

uate the second-order term of corr(£, e). From Theorem 4, the second-order

term of corr(<?, e) is

C=p{(2 + y4)/(2p + A)}x'2.

Hence the larger the C is, the larger corr^, e) is. We close this article by

making the following remarks.

Remark 1. Other things being equal, C is increasing with respect to y4, the

kurtosis of the error distribution. In other words, corr(e, e) is large when the

error distribution has heavy tails.

Remark 2. Other things being equal, C is decreasing with respect to A. The

smaller the A is, the larger corr(e, e) is. It is easy to show that A —► 0 is

equivalent to Amin(r) —> co where /lmin(r) is the smallest eigenvalue of the

matrix T. For the AR(\) model, r = CT2/(l-a2) is a scalar and Amin(r) —> co

is equivalent to \a\ —* 1 . For the general AR(p) model, it can be shown [3,
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p. 88] that Amin(r) —> co if and only if |r/7,| —► 1, i = I, ... , p . In other words,

all the roots have to be near the unit circle, a much stronger condition than near

nonstationarity.

Remark 3. The previous two remarks imply that corr(e, e) is large only for

extremely non-Gaussian or nearly nonstationary processes. This, however, does

not mean that prediction errors for such processes are easy to estimate. On the

contrary, for such processes both e and e axe very large and accurate prediction

is out of question in the first place. Another interesting situation occurs when p

is large. For Gaussian processes, Theorem 3 shows that corr^, e) is increasing

as p increases. This seems to imply that higher-dimensional models become

preferable, a violation of the widely held parsimony principle.

We are facing a serious dilemma here. On the one hand, it is desirable

to estimate e rather than E(e) for practical purposes. On the other hand,

estimating e seems nearly impossible. The use of the correlation coefficient is

quite natural because when an estimated prediction error is small one is inclined

to think that e is also small, or that the model can produce accurate prediction.

Various model selection criteria are derived based on this idea. The results that
we have obtained indicate that this line of thinking has serious problems.
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